
TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES:
SECURITY ARCHITECTURE REVIEW & DESIGN

PLANNING FOR CHANGE
The security profile of any single system or application can change daily. New 
vulnerabilities can be discovered and published, new exploits can be developed and 
released, and new systems can be added or reconfigured within any network. This 
constant variation requires an in-depth, comprehensive defense strategy – one where 
no single vulnerability can compromise an entire network or critical application.

With our Security Architecture Review & Design services, Securicon can work with you 
to identify the secure network and system architecture that your organization needs. 

Our senior engineers will partner with your network and system architects to:

• Review firewall, router, and network switch configuration results, as well as 
security assessments

• Create cascading security controls over networks, systems, and applications that 
overlap for vital redundancy

• Strengthen not only your architecture’s design, but the effectiveness of any 
architecture that has already been implemented

COOPERATIVE, JOINT PARTNERSHIPS
Securicon has an extensive track record of cooperative partnerships, working closely 
with network engineers and system developers to ensure that security requirements 
are adequately and accurately addressed throughout network and enterprise system 
architecture levels. Our expert engineers also make sure that cost-effective security 
mechanisms are incorporated, meeting both protection and budgetary needs. 

The Securicon team works within the context of business objectives and security 
requirements, providing world-class Security Architecture Review & Design services 
to our clients. If you are looking for recommendations for strengthening your existing 
security mechanisms, or simply want to compensate for any inherent security 
weaknesses, Securicon is ready to partner in your success.

It’s time to bolster your defenses.
Learn more about Securicon’s expert solutions by giving us a call at 571-253-6565 or 
email us at sales@securicon.com.
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